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About This Game

Overload is a new six-degree-of-freedom shooter from the creators of Descent. It is currently in Early Access and will be
released in full on May 31, 2018. This Playable Teaser gives a taste of game including one single-player-style level and two

Challenge Mode levels. Earlier versions of this demo were released in March 2016 and March 2017. Features included in the
version are essentially the same as they will be in the full version.

Overload is an intense combat game that takes place in a full-3D world. The full game will feature:

- Single-player story campaign with 15+ FULL-SIZE atmospheric levels
- Upgradeable player ship and 12+ weapons with multiple upgrade options

- More than a dozen unique robots with multiple variants, and 3 massive bosses
- Story by the writer of FREESPACE 2, plus pulse-pounding soundtrack

- Multiplayer, including free-for-all and team modes
- Expanded Challenge Mode with Countdown variant, lots of levels, and online leaderboards

- Easy-to-use custom Level Editor (post-release) so you can build and share levels

This demo contains a training level, a sample single-player "destroy the reactor" level, and two Challenge Mode levels that let
you test your skills against a horde of enemies.

Overload is available now via Steam Early Access. If you like the demo, check out the full version!
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Well its puzzler that makes you think 5 moves ahead, awesome, but freaking annoying, nice piano beat when the combo is
working, but that DUHH sure is a depressing end to a score, all in all rather enjoying it, would reccomend if into games along
the lines of bejeweled but with a bit more control over the map, will update rec if i complete. First playable male nep-nep is a
seaman.
10\/10. i hate it so much. I'm addicted to The Spatials. This game has elements of some of my favorite classic sim and rpg
games. Visually it reminds me of Roller Coaster Tycoon 2, but in space and theres no rides. Start off colonizing an asteroid, and
build a station to sustain your crew. Explore nearby planets to obtain resources and credits. After completing the planets
mission, use credits to unlock the planets resource nodes to import goods to your station after a time period. Hire new crew
members and employ them at the solar system's embassy to reduce the time period it takes to extract resources from the planets
in the system. Once you get supplies rolling in start building for guests to visit the station and spend credits, and expand
accordingly. Explore the galaxy and unlock alien races to visit your space station, play through missions and discover your
enemy. Visitors will be satisfied if they can fulfill their cravings before leaving the station.

It can be very easy to get ahead of yourself in this game, and if you're not careful you can unlock the expansion nodes too early
before you have set up incoming resources and will constantly trying to keep products in stock and guests satisfied. I advise new
players to unlock the research nodes as your crew members or visitors need them. You can unlock the next level by beating the
first planet in the solar system, but skipping planets will limit your production. Also planets have difficulty levels, and clearing a
higher difficulty will increase the resources a planet produces per period, so there is replayability even after completing the first
levels.

There are two ways to level your crew in the game, by defeating enemies on planets with your away team, or sending crew
members out on contracts for experience, resources or items. The contract system is great for hiring new crew and levelling
them up to be ambassadors for a solar system's embassy. A strategy I recommend to start is hiring low level crew members as
workers, and choose specific ones to level with contracts. As a crew member's level raises, so does their cravings and needs,
which take away from production time and takes longer to get in a good mood. Higher level crew members will consume more
advanced products which could be sold to guests instead, but also have production bonuses so you will have to balance your
worker's levels with your available resources. Also item drops will increase your away crew's power, so equipping higher level
items makes a lower level away team stronger.

9/10 I recommend this game to anyone who loves theme park style games and space exploration rpgs. It has a fun and colorful
art style. There is room for it to grow, so far I don't think the camera angle can be rotated to see the station from different
directons but otherwise its a great start from new devs, thanks guys! I'm hooked.. My favorite poker game.
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I bought Alchemy of Castle despite it's limited grasp of English because the concept sounded interesting enough to try anyway.
You play as a witch who wants to release the devil from hell. To do so, you need to craft 30 panacea.

I thought that sounded really cool. To be honest, I'd really like to play some games where the core gameplay involves alchemy.
I'm still looking for some good examples, so if you ever find a game like that, hit me up.

Sadly, this didn't turn out to be what I was hoping for. I imagined there'd be lots of gathering herbs and combining elements and
mixing potions. Basically you just click on a big pot in the middle of the room and it generates crystals which you use to make
health, mana, or soul potions to refill your constantly lowering health, mana, and soul bars. Every now and then the pot coughs
up a panacea. And that's it, that's the whole game. Just clicking on a pot. And you don't even get to see nice animations of the
crystals coming out of the pot. It just comes up with text saying +1 white crystal.

It's hard to be mad when this game only cost me 70 cents, I just wish it could have been so much more. So yeah, there's nothing
really to recommend this game, it's empty. Okay the two single pieces of artwork in the game are nice, that's the one positive.
1\/5 stars.
. So I wasn't expecting much from this game. But I figured it's on the Halloween sale and it's only $1.49 so why not give it a go.
The game lasted approximately 24 minutes.  I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers. I had some issues
with the button mapping, but nothing that kept me from enjoying the game (press touchpad down and swing arms to
move).

This is a spooky\/campy filled maze where you shoot things that go bump in the night. There's an outside hedge maze,
an underground psychadelic subterrenean maze, and there's a brief haunted house maze. The game pacing is brisk.
The mazes are not all the confusing, except for the subterrenean one (mostly because of the tripping on shrooms visual
effects). There will be several jump scares where you're supposed to quickly shoot the target. I never figured out
whether it was possible to die. The guns seem underpowered as you have to hold down trigger for a second for them to
shoot. The guns look silly.

I had fun. But I don't think I'd want to do the maze again. The whole click on the touchpad, gaze in the direction, and
swing arms locomotion should never be a default locomotion method. I started feeling carpal tunnel stress from this
action. It also made the game frustrating when it didn't need to be. Also, the graphics were subpar, but at least there
was lots of graphical variety within the maze.

Rate 6.66 \/10 Ending is such sweet sorrow *spoiler alert*  you shoot yourself in the head at the end to escape the maze .
The golden combi of Ebi-Hime and SillySelly did it again.

This time is a wonderful and adorable tale about a young demon daily and a little cynical girl meeting and building a
relationship (being friendhip or a lovely romance), lots of delicious food and the weirdly in love couple of the complete
opposites parents of the girl.

Rie is content with her life. Yeah, she maybe is a loner, but she prefer it that way. And yes, she's maybe a bit cynical,
but she's happy that way.
That's it until a little Demon Girl arrives at her kitchen, eats her just baked cookies and threaths her to reap her soul.
Unless she feed it with delicious food!

For a week, Licia, the Little Demon lives with Rie and her parents. Slowly they became close and if you play you cards
right a beautiful friendship can blossom. Or even maybe the sweetests love!!

And of course, we gonna see the most delicious food, after all, we don't want our souls reaped, right?

I must confess that after getting killed in a bad end (I kinda deserved, even if was a bit of a disproportionate
retribution, for being a jerk!) and seeing that the yuri was advertised as small, light and so I stopped playing and
forgot about the game.
But Hanako (Hella Yuri curator), tell me recently that Strawberry Vinegar was rewarding in regards to yuri. So I gave
it another try...
And it delivered in a wonderful way. I got the romance ending in my first try and was wonderful. The building with Rie
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doubts and cold facade cracking was amazing. (And the yuri fangirl noticing was so funny and cute, Mayuri, you're top
tier Sis!).
And the ending. Was VERY rewarding!! I can't thank enough Ebi-Hime and SIllySelly for making it and Hanako for
pushing me a bit to finish it.
Was ADORABLE!!! Loved it!!

Long story short:

The good:

- Absolutely adorable and wonderful art, a given being SillySelly the artist.
- A lovely cute story with plenty of fun moments.
- A very adorable and beautiful romance path
- Quicky and loveable characters. (The weird couple that Rie's parents make is pretty fun and endearing).
- The food!

The bad:

- Don't play with empty stomach

PS: I want an spinoff of Mayuri and Hime... yeah, I ship two background characters with not even faces.. What Space
Base DF-9 should have been.. Not worthy of 6.99.. I downloaded the software and it said my computer was not VR
ready. I have a gaming laptop with an intel I7, 16 gigs of RAM, and a GTX 960m (the laptop version of a GTX 960). I
got an HTC Vive and tried it on my laptop, and while some of the more graphically demanding games don't work, most
of them do. I have done google earth vr, universe sandbox, zombie training simulator, irrational exuberance, and
others. Although the framerate is sometimes not the best, I haven't really had much of a problem with motion sickness,
and it has not subtracted from the experience significantly. So while it is not the best for VR, it still works. I hope this
helps anyone thinking about getting a vive.

If I could vote in the middle of "yes" and "no" on this, I would, because it said that it was using my intel graphics card
and not my NVIDIA to do the test. But according to other posts, it actually IS using my NVIDIA but just not telling me
it is?? That is one problem I would say the developers must work out.. This is the first game of a 7 year old, to be able
to release it and make it available to the world, that was unthinkable when I was 7. For that small price it is worth
supporting. The Game itself is basic (pun intended), short fun.
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